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Preface 

 I am glad to present this book, especially designed to serve the needs of 

the students. The book has been written keeping in mind the general weakness 
in understanding the fundamental concepts of the topics. The book is self-
explanatory and adopts the “Teach Yourself” style. It is based on question-
answer pattern. The language of book is quite easy and understandable based 
on scientific approach. 

 Any further improvement in the contents of the book by making corrections, 
omission and inclusion is keen to be achieved based on suggestions from the 
readers for which the author shall be obliged. 

 I acknowledge special thanks to Mr. Rajeev Biyani, Chairman & Dr. Sanjay 
Biyani, Director (Acad.) Biyani Group of Colleges, who are the backbones and 
main concept provider and also have been constant source of motivation 
throughout this Endeavour. They played an active role in coordinating the various 
stages of this Endeavour and spearheaded the publishing work. 

 I look forward to receiving valuable suggestions from professors of various 
educational institutions, other faculty members and students for improvement of 
the quality of the book. The reader may feel free to send in their comments and 
suggestions to the under mentioned address. 

Author 
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Syllabus 
B.Sc. Part-I 

Biochemistry-I 
 

Note : Question No. 1 shall consist of questions requiring short answers and shall cover 

entire paper. The paper is divided to four sections. Students are required to attempt five 

questions in all selecting not more than one question from each section. All questions 

carry equal marks. 

Section-A 

1. Concept of life and living processes : The identifying characteristics of a 

living matter. 

2. Cell membrane System and Cell wall : Cell Membrane and its Organization; 

Elementary idea of cellular constituents : Nucleus, Mitochondria, Golgi bodies, 

Endoplasmic reticulum, Lysosomes and Micrabodies; Bacterial and Plant Cell 

walls. 

Section-B 

1. Important properties of water, the law of mass action association of water and 

its ionic product, pH, Bronsted acids, ionization of weak acids and Henderson 

Haeselbate uation, Titration Curves, buffering action and physiologic offers. 

2. Biomolecules : The small molecules of life–Sugars, Organ acids, amino acids 

and nucleotides Macromolecules of life polysaccharides, fats, proteins and 

nucleic acids, General idea of primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary 

structure. 

Section-C 

1. Nucleus and Heredity: Nuclear mernbrane; Nucleolus, Nuclear pores; 

Chromosomes; Packaging of DNA, DNA is Genetic material; DNA replication-

basic concept : From DNA to RNA: Ribosomes and protein synthesis. 
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2. Mitochondria and Release of Energy: Structure of organization and function; 

Elementary account of Glycolysis and Krebs cycle and role of mitochondria in 

the later process. 

Section-D 

1. Chloroplasts: Capturing energy from the sun: Structure organization and 

function; Basic information on 'light' and 'dark' reactions of photopsynthesis and 

participation chloroplast in the process in C3 + C4 and CAM plants. 

2. Enzymes: Nomenclature and classification, co-enzymes and co-factors, 

reaction and derivation of Michaelis-Menten equation kinetics and allosteric 

regulation of enzymes, isozymes; more of catalysis. 

3. Vitamins: Their structure, properties and Biological structures. 

 
 

□ □ □ 
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Content 
 

S. No. Name of Topic Page No. 
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 1. Concept of life & Living Processes  

 2. Cell Membrane System & Cell Wall  

2. Section-B 28-53 

 1. Important Properties of Water  

 2. Biomolecules  

3. Section-C 54-82 

 1. Nucleus & Heredity  

 2. Mitochondria & Release of Energy  

4. Section-D 83-111 
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5.  Unsolved Paper  112-113 
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Section-A 

Chapter-1 

Concept of Life & Living Processes  

 
Q.1  Characteristics of living organisms include  

 A) the ability to adapt to the environment.  

 B) the ability  to evolve over time.  

 C) possessing homeostatic mechanisms.  

 D) the ability to reproduce  

 E) All of the choices pertain to living organisms  

 

Ans.:  (E)  All of the choices pertain to living organisms  

 

Q.2 Which of the following sequences of organization is likely to be seen in a 

multicellular organism, going from smallest to largest?  

 A) cell, organ, tissue, organism  

 B) cell, organ, system, tissue  

 C) cell, tissue, system, organism  

 D) organism, system, organ, tissue  

 E) tissue, system, cell, organ  

Ans.: (C) cell, tissue, system, organism 

 

Q.3 Which of the following characteristics is NOT required for the life of an 

individual organism to continue?  
 A) to be organized  

 B) to respond  

 C) to metabolize  

 D) to reproduce  

 E) to acquire energy  

 

Ans.: (D)  to reproduce 

 

Q.4   Which statement is FALSE about nearly all living things?  

 A) Living things are made up of cells.  
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 B) Living things must obey the laws of chemistry and physics.  

 C) Living things show biological organization and other common characteristics 

of life.  

 D) Emergent properties can be used to distinguish living things from nonliving 

things.  

 E) Living things are composed only of organic elements, whereas nonliving 

things are made up of inorganic elements.  

 

Ans.:  (E) Living things are composed only of organic elements, whereas nonliving 

things are made up of inorganic elements. 

 

Q.5 Which of these is the process by which changes occur in the characteristics of 

species of organisms over time?  

 A) evolution  

 B) metabolism  

 C) adaptation  

 D) homeostasis  

 E) photosynthesis  

 

Ans.: (A)  evolution 
 

 
Q.1 What are the identifying characteristics of Living matter?  

Ans.: (i) Living organisms are highly complicated and organized structures 
and contain large number of different organic molecules. 

(ii) Each component unit of a living object appears to have  specific 
purpose or function.    

(iii) The living organism have ability to extract, transform and use 
energy from their environment either in form of organic nutrients 
or radiant energy of sunlight.  

 (iv)  The most remarkable attribute of living organism is their capacity 
for self replication. 

 

Q.2 Write axioms or principles of Living State.  
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Ans.:  (i) There is basic simplicity in structure of biological molecules.  

(ii) Living organisms use same kind of building block molecules and 
appear to have common ancestry.  

(iii) Identities of each species or organism are preserved by its 
possession of distinctive sets of nucleic acid and proteins. 

(iv) All biomolecules have specific functions in cells.  

(v) Living organisms create and maintain their complex, orderly, 
purposeful structures at the expense of free energy.  

(vi) Living cells are self-regulating chemical engines.  

(vii) It maintains itself in dynamic steady state far from equilibrium 
with its surrounding.  

(viii) Genetic information is encoded in units that are submolecular in 
dimensions.  

(ix) It carries out various reactions catalyzed by biocatalyst or enzymes.  

(x) The energy needed is provided directly or indirectly by solar 
energy.  

 

□ □ □ 
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Chapter-2 
 

Cell Membrane System & Cell Wall 
 

 

Q.1 Cell organelles are embedded in  

A) Nucleolus 

B) Cytoplasm 

C) Protoplasm 

D) Mitochondria 

Ans.: B) Cytoplasm 

Q.2 Which of the following correctly matches an organelle with its function? 

a. mitochondrion . . . photosynthesis  

b. nucleus . . . cellular respiration 

c. ribosome . . . manufacture of lipids  

d. lysosome . . . movement  

e. central vacuole . . . storage  

Ans.: (e) central vacuole . . . storage  

Q.3 Which one of the following is not a constituent of cell membrane? 

A) Phospholipid 

B) Glycolipids 
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C) Cholesterol 

D) Proline 

Ans.: (D) Proline 

Q.4 Plasma membrane is made up of 

A) Protein, Lipids, Carbohydrates 

B) Protein, lipids 

C) Protein 

D) Protein, Cabohydrates 

Ans.: A) Protein, Lipids, Carbohydrates 

Q.5   Which of the following are all present in animal cells 

1.   mitochondria, cell membrane, cell wall, cytoplasm 

2.   chloroplasts, cytoplasm, vacuole, nucleus 

3.   nucleus, cell membrane, mitochondria, cytoplasm 

4.   vacuole, cell membrane, nucleus, mitochondria 

Ans.:   (3) nucleus, cell membrane, mitochondria, cytoplasm 

Q.6 What cell organelle is responsible for the production of ATP? 

1.   chloroplast 

2.   nucleus 

3.   vesicle 

4.   Mitochondrion 

Ans.: (4) Mitochondrion 

 

Q.7 Which increases the fluidity of the plasma membrane? 

a) having a large number of membrane proteins 
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b) the tight alignment of phospholipids 

c) cholesterol present in the membrane 

d) double bonds between carbon atoms in the fatty acid tails. 

Answer: (d) double bonds between carbon atoms in the fatty acid tails. 

Q.8 Which best describes the structure of a plasma membrane? 
a) proteins embedded within two layers of phospholipids 

b) phospholipids sandwiched between two layers of proteins 

c) proteins sandwiched between two layers of phospholipids 

d) a layer of proteins on top of a layer of phospholipids 

Answer: (a) proteins embedded within two layers of phospholipids 

Q.9 The function of rough endoplasmic reticulum is to synthesize 

a- lipid 

b- carbohydrate 

c- protein that will be secreted by the cell 

d- cytoplasmic protein necessary of the cell own existence 

e- glycogen 

Ans.: c- protein that will be secreted by the cell 

Q.10 Organelles involved in the process of secretion  

a- endoplasmic reticulum (rough & smooth) 

b- Golgi body 

c- Cell membrane 

d- cytoskeleton 

Ans.: Both (a) and (b) 
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Q.11 Hydrolytic enzymes are found in 

a- Golgi apparatus 

b- RER 

c- SER 

d- Lysosomes 

e- Ribsosomes 

Ans.: (d) Lysosomes 

Q.12 Ribosomes 

a- are attached to the surface of the nuclear membrane 

b- are organized into polysomes in cells synthesizing intracellular proteins 

c- are always associated with a strand of mRNA 

d- are surrounded by a delicate thin membrane 

Ans.: b- are organized into polysomes in cells synthesizing intracellular proteins 

Q. 13 The nucleus is 

a- always found one per cell 

b- an essential organelle present in all complete cells 

c- enclosed within a nuclear membrane 

d- enclosed within inner, intermediate, and outer unit membrane 

e- completely covered externally by the fibrous lamina 

Ans.: Both B and C 
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Q.14 Which of the following organelles is not self-replicating? 
a. Mitochondria   b. Peroxisomes 

c. Proteasomes  d. Chloroplasts 

Ans.: Proteasomes 

Q.15 Double membrane is absent in - 

(a)Mitochondrion (b) Chloroplast (c) Nucleus (d) Lysosome 

Ans.: (d) Lysosome 

 
Q.1  Give brief account on Membrane Phospholipids?  

Ans.: Plasma membrane is a dynamic, fluid structure and forms the external 
boundary of cells. It acts as a selectively permeable membrane & regulated 
the molecular traffic across the boundary. Basic Structure of plasma 
membrane is phospholipids bilayer. The plasma membrane of animal cells 
contain four major phospholipids such as; phosphatidyl choline, 
phosphatidyl serine, phosphatidyl ethanolamine, sphingomyelin.   

 Phospholipids are amphipathic molecules and have a hydrophobic 
portion & hydrophilic portion. The primary physical forces for organizing 
biological membranes are hydrophobic interactions between the fatty acid 
chains of lipid molecules. These interactions result in formation of a 
phospholipid bilayer sheet containing two layers of phospholipid 
molecules whose polar head groups face surrounding watery surface 
while fatty acid chain  form continous hydrophobic interior.  
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   In addition to phospholipids plasma membrane of animal cells contains 
glycolipids and sterol. Glycolipids contain sugar residue covalently 
attached to lipid. Cholesterols is especially abundant in plasma membrane 
of animal cells, plants prokaryotes lack the same. Fluidity of bilayer 
depends on its lipid composition, cholesterol content and temperature.  

 

Q.2 Write short note on Membrane Proteins?  

Ans.: Many proteins are associated with membrane they can be grouped as 
peripheral proteins  and integral membrane proteins.  

(a) Peripheral proteins: Also called as extrinsic proteins; they do not 
interact with phospholipid bilayer’s hydrophobic core, instead they 
are usually bond to membrane indirectly by interactions  with 
integral membrane proteins or directly by interactions with lipid 
polar head groups e.g. spectrin and ankyrin present in membrane 
of RBC.  

(b) Integral membrane proteins: Proteins that held in bilayer by 
unusually tight binding to other proteins or lipids & can not be 
released easily are called integral membrane proteins also known 
as –intrinsic proteins. They have one or more segments embedded 
in phospholipids bilayer & contain residues with hydrophobic side 
chains that interact with fatty acyl groups of membrane 
phospholipids & thus anchoring protein to membrane. Proteins 
associated with membrane can be released from membrane by 
gentle extraction procedures such as exposure to high or low ionic 
strength solution or of extreme pH.  

Following are the various Types of Integral Membrane Proteins:  
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(a) Transmembrane Proteins: Most integral proteins span entire 
phospholipids bilayer. They can be multi pass or single pass. 
Examples glycophorin and band 3 proteins present in plasma 
membrane of RBC.  

(b) Lipid Anchored Protein: Some proteins are anchored to membrane 
by covalent bonds. In these proteins bound fatty acid is embedded 
in membrane, but polypeptide is chain doesn’t enter into bilayer.   

 

Q .3 Write in detail about Mitochondria?  

Ans.:  Mitochondria were first observed by Kolliker as globular structure in 

striated muscles. The present name Mitochondria was given by Benda. 

Mitochondria move autonomously in cytoplasm, so they generally have 

uniform distribution in cytoplasm.    

 Mitochondria have definite orientation for example, in cylindrical cells; 

the mitochondria usually remain oriented in basal apical direction and lie 

parallel to main axis. The number of mitochondria in a cell depends on 

type and functional state of cell. It varies from cell to cell & from species to 

species in shape Mitochondria may be filamentous or granular in shape 
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and may change form one shape to another. Normally mitochondria vary 

in size from 0.5 µm to 2.0 µm.    

Structure: Each mitochondrion is bounded by two highly specialized 

membranes that play crucial part in its activities. Each of mitochondrial 

membrane is 6 nm in thickness and fluid mosaic in ultra structure. The 

outer membrane is quite smooth and has many copies of transport protein 

called porins which form large aqueous channels through the lipid 

bilayer. Inside and separated from outer membrane is present the inner 

membrane. The inner membrane is not smooth but is impermeable and 

highly convoluted forming series of infolding called cristae in matrix 

space. Mitochondria have double membrane envelops in which inner 

membrane divides the mitochondrial space into distinct chambers :    

(i) Outer Compartment  

(ii) Peri-mitochondrial Space  

(iii) Inner Compartment or Matrix Space  
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Inner chamber or Matrix space is filled with dense, homogenous, gel like 
proteinaceous  material called mitochondrial matrix. Inner membrane has 
an outer cytosol or C-face toward peri mitochondrial space & an inner 
matrix or m face toward matrix. Attached to M face of inner mitochondrial 
membrane are repeated units of stalked particles, called Elementary 
particles, inner membrane subunit oxysomes. They are also identified as 
F1 particles are meant for ATP synthesis.  

Mitochondrial Isolation: Following are the three types of methods for 
Mitochondrial Isolation:  

(i) Direct Observation of Mitochondria: Direct examination with vital 
stain called Janus Green which stains living mitochondria greenish 
blue due to its cytochrome oxidase activity.  

(ii) Cell Fractionation:  Mitochondria can easily be isolated by 
differential centrifugation at 20,000 to 40,000 g.  

(iii) Cytochemical marking: Different parts of Mitochondria have 
distinct marker enzyme for histochemical marking such as 
cytochrome oxidase for inner membrane, malate dehydrogenases 
for matrix and adenylate kinase for outer chamber.  

Enzymes present in Mitochondria:  

(i) Enzymes on outer Membrane: Monoamine oxidase, cytochrome  
reductase, fatty acid CoA ligase & enzyme involved in lipid 
synthesis.  

(ii) Enzymes on Inner Membrane: ATP synthetase that makes ATP in 
inner membrane, specific transport proteins Succinate 
dehydorgenase four cytochromes cyt b, cyt c, cyt c1,  cyt a and cyt 
a3.  

(iii) Enzymes on Inter membrane space: Enzymes require to 
phosphorylate the other nucleotides enzymes like adenylate kinase, 
nucleoside diphospokinase .  

(iv) Enzymes on Mitochondrial Matrix: Enzymes that required for 
oxidation of pyruvate and fatty acids and for citric acid cycle or 
kreb cycle.  
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 Matrix contain: Malate dehydrogenase, Isocitrate dehydorgenase, 
fumarase, aconitase, citrate synthetase, -keto acid dehydrogenase.  

 

Q.4  Describe structure and function of Golgi apparatus?  

Ans.: Golgi apparatus was discovered by Camilo Golgi in 1873. It occurs in all 
cells except the prokaryotic cells and eukaryotic cells of certain fungi, 
pteridophytes. Their number per cell vary several hundred in different 
organisms. In animal cell they usually occurs as a single golgi 
apparatus,but its number may vary from animal to animal from cell to 
cell.  

 In the cell of higher plants the golgi bodies or dictyosomes are usually 
found scattered throughout the cytoplasm. The golgi apparatus is 
morphologically very similar in both plants and animal cells, the detailed 
structure of three basic components of the golgi apparatus are:  

(i) Flattened Sac or Cisternae : are central, flattened plate like or 
saucer like closed compartments which are held in parallel bundles 
or stacks one above the other. Each cisternae forms dictyosome 
which may contain 5 to 6 golgi cisternae in animal cells. Each 
cisternae is bound by smooth unit membrane.  

(ii) Tubules: Complex array of associated vesicles and anastomosing 
tubules.  

(iii) Vesicles : are of three types-  

(a) Transitional vesicle: Small & form as blebs from Endoplasmic 

vesicle and converge to golgi.  

(b) Secretory vesicles: are of varied size, discharge of from margins 

of cisternae of golgi.  

Clathrin Coated vesicles: Spherical protuberance found at periphery of 

the organelle usually at ends of single tubules & distinct from secretary 

vesicles.  
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The GERL region: Golgi apparatus is spatially and temporally related to 

endoplasmic reticulum and also found in origin of primary lysosomes. 

GERL is region of sorting of cellular secretary protein.  

Functions: Golgi vesicles are often referred to as the traffic police of cell. 

This play a key role in sorting many of cell proteins & membrane 

constituents and in directing them to proper destination.    

Recently in functions of golgi apparatus sub compartmentalization with a 

division of labour has been proposed between cis & trans golgi in which 

most refined proteins are further separated for their delivery to various 

cell compartments. Golgi apparatus is a centre for reception, finishing, 

packaging and dispatch for a variety of materials in animal & plants cells.  

In plants Golgi apparatus is mainly involved in secretion of materials of 

primary and secondary cells wall. During cytokinesis of mitosis or 

meiosis, the vesicles, originating from periphery of Golgi apparatus 

coalesae in the phragmoplast area to form semi solid layer called cell 

plate. The unit membrane of golgi vesicles fuses during cell plate 

formation and becomes part of plasma membrane of daughter cells.  

In animals golgi appartus is involved in packaging and exocytose of 

following materials :  

(i) Zymogen of exocrine pancreatics cells  

(ii) Mucus secretion & goblet cells of intestine.  

(iii) Also involved in formation of certain cellular organelles such as 
plasma membrane, lysosomes, acrosome, and cortical granules of 
variety of oocytes.  

 

Q.5 Describe structure and function of Endoplasmic Reticulum?  

Ans.: The name endoplasmic reticulum has been coined by Porter. The 

occurrence of endoplasmic reticulum vary from cell to cell. The cells of 

those organs which  are actively engaged in the synthesis of proteins such 

as acinar  cell of pancreas, plasma cell of some endocrine glands are found 
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to contain rough endoplasmic reticulum (RER is endoplasmic reticulum 

with ribosomes).  

ER & Endomembrane System: ER is also called as cytoplasmic vacuolar 

system is main component of endomembrane. This system along with 

nuclear membrane and golgi apparatus form endomembrane system.. 

GERL refers to as special region of endmembrane system.  

Morphology : ER occurs in following three forms :  

(i) Lamellar  form or cisternae  

(ii) Vesicular form or Vesicles  

(iii) Tubular Form or tubules  

Cisternae: are long flattened sacs like rough endoplasmic reticulum exsist 

as cisternae which occur in those cells which have synthetic roles as the 

cells of pancreas, notochord and brain.  

Vesicles: are oval, membrane bound vascular structure having, often 

remain isolated in cytoplasm &  occur in most cells but abundant in 

smooth endoplasmic reticiulum.  

Tubules: Branched structures forming reticular system along with 

cisternae and vesicles. Often found in SER & associated with membrane 

movements.  

 

Types:  
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(a) Agranular/SER: Smooth walls because the ribosomes are not 
attached with its membranes. It is generally found in adipose cells, 
interstitial cell. Muscles are also rich in smooth endoplasmic 
reticulum.  

(b) Granular / RER : Possess rough wall because ribosomes remain 
attached with its membrane. It is found abudantly in those cells 
which are active in protein synthesis such as pancreatic cells, 
plasma cells etc. In RER, ribosomes are often present as polysomes 
held together  on mRNA and are arranged in rosetts or spirals.  

Origin of Endoplasmic Reticulum: It is normally assumed that the ER has 
originated by evagination of nuclear membranes. The synthesis of 
membranes of ER is found to proceeto in following direction RER – SER. 
In fact membrane biogenesis is a multi step, process involving, first 
synthesis of basic membrane of lipids and intrinsic proteins, thereafter 
addition of other constituents like sugars, lipids etc.. The process by which 
a membrane is modified is called membrane differentiation.  

Functions of Endoplasmic Reticulum: 

(A)   Common Functions of Granular & Agrangular :  

(i) ER provides mechanical support & skeletal framework to all  

(ii) Exchange of molecules by process of osmosis, diffusion and 
active transport occurs through ER membranes  

(iii) Contain many enzymes which perform various synthetic 
and metabolic activities.  

(iv) It acts as an intracellular circulating or transporting system.  

(v) It can form the new nuclear envelop after each nuclear 
decision 

(vi) It plays important role in releasing column which muscle is 
stimulated and activity transporting colleen back into ER.  

(B)   Function of Smooth ER: 

(i)  Synthesis of lipids  

(ii)  Sterol Metabolism  
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(iii)  Detoxification  

(iv)  Glycogenolysis and blood glucose homeostasis.  

(v)  Synthesis of triglycerides and of vesicle pigments.  

(C)   Functions of Rough ER:  

(i)  Synthesis of Protein 

(ii)  Protein glycosylation  

(iii)  The proteins for secretion, lysosomes and membrane 
formation are synthesized  on membrane bound ribosome.  

 

Enzymes on ER Membranes 

 

S.No. Enzyme Surface localization 

1 Cytocrome b5 Cytoplasmic face  

2 NADP-cytochromic C reductase  -do- 

3 ATPase  -do- 

4 β- glucouronidase  Luminal face  

5 Cytochrome P-450 Cytoplasmic & 
Luminal face 

6 GDP-Mannosyl transferase  Cytoplasmic face 

 

Q.6 Write detail account on Microbodies? 

Ans.: Microbodies are organelle having central granular or crystalloid core 

containing some enzymes.  

 Structure and Types : Microbodies are spherical or oblate form bounded 

by single membrane and have interior or matrix which is amorphous 

granular. Recent biochemical studies show distinguished two types of 

Micorbodies namely, peroxisomes & glyoxysomes.  
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 Peroxysomes: Occur in animal cells and in wide range of plants. 

Peroxysomes are variable in size & shape they have single unit membrane 

of lipid and protein molecules which encloses granular matrix.  

 Function:  

(i) Peroxysomes are so called because they usually contain one or 
more enzymes that use molecular oxygen to remove hydrogen 
atoms from specific organic substrate.  

    RH2 + O2 → R + H2O2 

    H2O2 + RH2 → R + 2H2O  

of detoxify reactions. The enzymes catalase is present in 
peroxysomes. When excess H2O2 accumulates in cell, catalase 
converts H2O2 to H2O.  

(ii) Peroxysomes of plant leaves contain catalase together with 

enzymes of glycolate pathway as glycolate oxidase, gratamate 

glyoxylate sereire glyoxylate and aspartate & keto glutarate the 

slycolate cycle thought about to bring formation of aneeu a cids like 

glycene, serine.  

(iii) In green leaves there are peroxysomes that carry out procose called 

photorespiration in which glocation and is released from 

chloroplast and owxidized into glyoxfate & H2O2 by peroxisomal 

enzyme called fycolic acid oxidase.  

(iv) Peroxisomes of rat liver cell contain enzymes of β-oxidation for 

metabolism of fatty acids, the acetyl CoA formed by this process is 

transported to mitochondrial where it enters to citric acid cycle.  

(v) Mammalian cells do not contain D-amino acid but peroxisomes of 
mammalian liver & kidney contain D-amino acid oxidase. Its 
possible role is to initiate degradation of D-amino acid that may 
arise from break down of peptidoglycan  

(vi)  Glyoxysomes: Found to occur in cells of yeast neurosporo and 
higher plants. They resemble peroxisomes in morphological details. 
There crystalloid core consists of dense rods of 6.0 um diameter. 
They have enzymes for fatty acid metabolism and glycogenesis. 
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Glyoxysomes perform following biochemical activities of plant 
cells.  

(i) During germination of oily seeds, the stored lipid molecules of 
spherosomes are hydorlysed by enzyme lipase to glycerol & fatty 
acids. During β-oxidation process, the fatty acid breakdown to 
molecules of acetyl COA molecules. In plant β oxidation occurs in 
seeds. In plant cells the acetyl COA, product of β-oxidation, chain is 
not oxidized by Kreb cycle because it remain spatially separated 
from the enzymes of Kreb cycle instead, acetyl CoA undergoes 
glyoxylate cycle to be converted into succinate.  

(ii) Glyoxylate cycle occurs in glyoxysomes and it invokes some of the 
reactions of Kreb cycle. The citrate formed converted to isocitrate & 
isocitrate to glyoxylate and succinate.  

  Isocitrate  Glyoxylate  + Succinate  

  AcetylCoA + Glyoxylate                               Malate  
           Malate dehydrogenase  

  2 AcetylCoA + NAD+              Succinate + NADH+H + 

Succinate is end product of glyoxysomes metabolism of fatty acid 
and is not further metabolized in this organelle.   

Q.7  What are Lysosomes?  

Ans.:  Lysosomes were initially described as perinuclear dense bodies by C. de 
Duve renamed these organelles as Lysosomes to indicate the internal 
digestive enzymes only become apparent than the membrane of these 
organelles as lysed.  

 Lysosomes occur in most animal and plant cells, absent in mature 
mammalian RBC. They occur in abundance in epithelial cell of lungs and 
uterus. Phagocytic cells and cells of reticulo endothelial system are also 
rich in lysosomes.  
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 Structure: Lysosomes are round vacuolar structures which remain filled 
with dense material bounded by single unit membrane.   

 It should contain two or mores acid hydordases and should demonstrate 
the property of enzyme.,when treated in a way that adversary effects 
organelle’s membrane structure.  

 Lysomal enzymes: Lysosomes contain 40 types of hydrolytic enzymes, 
they include proteases, nucleases, glycosidases, lipases, phospholipases, 
phosphatases sulphatases. All lysosomal enzymes are acid hydrolases. 
Acid dependency of lysosomal enzymes protects the contents of cytosol 
against any damage if leakage of lysosomal enzymes should occur.  

 Function of Lysosomes :  

(i) Digestion of Large extra cellular particles which enables to devour 
the foreign bacteria of verieses  

(ii) Digestion of intracellular substances like protein, lipids and 
carbohydrates of the cytoplasm & supply to cell, necessary amount 
of energy.  

(iii) Autolysis or Cellular Autophagy : In pathological conditions the 
lysosomes start to digest the various organelles. When cell dies, the 
lysosmal membrane ruptures and enzymes are liberated. These 
enzymes digest dead cell.   
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(iv) Extra Cellular Digestion: The lysosomes of certain cells such as 
sperms discharge their enzymes outside the cell during the process 
of fertilization, the lysosomal enzyme digest the limiting membrane 
of ovum and forms penetration ratio. Acid hydrolases are also 
released from osteoclast & break down bone for the reabsorbtion.  

Lysosome and Disease: Malfunctioning of lysosome often results in 
various pathological disorders eg; Tay Sachs disease which is inborn 
disorder, other induced by environmental pollution eg; s silicosis.  

Lysosomes in Plants : Plant contain several hydrolases. Plant lysosomes 
can be defined as membrane bound cell compartment containing 
hydrolytic digestive enzyme. vacuoles in plants have been divides in 
following types:  

(a) Vacuoles: formed by fusion of to small provacuoles which are 
believed to be derived from ER and Golgi and contain acid 
hydrolases. Enzymes are associated with tonoplast of large Vacuole 
of differentiating cells. 

(b) Spherosomes : Membrane bound spherical particles occurring in 
most plant cells they have fine granular structure rich in lipids and 
proteins. They originate from ER, like lysosomes they are not only 
responsible for the accumulation and mobilization of reserve lipids 
but also for the digestion of other cytoplasmic components in 
corporated by phagocytosis.  

(c) Aleurone Grains: The aleurone Grains or protein bodies are 
spherical membrane bound storage particles occurring in cells of 
endosperm and cotyledons of seed they are formed during later 
stages of seed ripening and disappear in early stages of 
germination. Thus like spherosome, aleurone store reserve 
materials, mobilize them during germination and in addition form 
comportment for digestion of other cell components.  

 

Q.8  Describe structure and function of Nucleus.  

Ans.:  Nuclei were first discovered and named by Robert Brown and were 
quickly recognized as constant feature of all animal and plant cells. 
Nucleoli was first noticed by Fontana , Strasburger introduced the term 
cytoplasm and nucleoplasm.  
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 Nucleus is found in all eukaryotic cells of plants and animals. However 
mammalian erythrocyte contains no nucleus. The prokaryotic cells of 
bacteria do not have true nucleus i.e single circular and large DNA 
molecules remains in direct contact with cytoplasm. Usually nucleus 
remains located in the centre. But its positions may change time to time 
according to metabolic status e.g., in embryonic cells nucleus generally 
occupies geometric centre of cells but as the cell start to differentiate, 
displacement in nucleus position will take place.  

 Morphology: Usually cells contain single nucleus but the number of 
nucleus may vary from cell to cells, most plant and animal cells are 
uninucleate. The shapes of nucleus remain related to shape of cell. The 
nuclei of cylindrical, prismatic or fusiform cell contain ellipsoid nucleus 
whereas, cells of squamous epithelium contain discoidal nuclei.  

 Ultra-structure: 

(i) Nuclear Envelope: Nuclear envelope encloses DNA and defines 
the nuclear compartment of inter phase and prophase nuclei. It is 
formed of true concentric unit membranes, the spherical inner 
nuclear membrane contain specific proteins that act as binding site 
for supporting fibrous sheath of  inter mediate filaments called 
nuclear lamina. The inner nuclear membrane is surrounded by the 
outer nuclear membrane which closely resembles the membrane of 
endoplasmic reticulum, outer surface of outer membrane has 
ribosomes engaged in protein synthesis The space between inner 
and outer membrane is called peri nuclear space. The perinuclear 
space is fluid filled compartment which is continuous with ER 
lumen.  

(ii) Nuclear Lamina: Also called fibrous lamine It is a protein 
meshwork  and present inside surface of inner nuclear membrane, 
except the areaof nucleopores and consist of intermediate filaments 
also it is very dynamic structure. In mammalian cells undergoing 
mitosis, the transient phosphorylations of several serine residues 
on lamins causes the lamina to dissamble.  

(iii) Nuclear Pore Complex: The nuclear envelop in all eukaryotic 
forms is perforated by nuclear pores, nuclear pore appear circular 
in surface view and diameter between 10 nm -100 nm. Nuclear pore 
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complex consists of two rings at it periphery and large particle that 
forms a central and radial spokes ,partices anchored to cytoplasmic 
ring are thought to bind ribosomes. The hole in the centre of pore 
complex is aqueous channel through which water soluble 
molecules shuttle between nucleus and cytoplasm. In nuclei of 
mammals it has been calculated that nuclear pores account for 5-
15% of surface area of the nuclear membrane. The number of pores 
in nuclear envelop or pore density correlate with activity of cell. 
Nuclear pore are evenly distributed in somatic cells, however in 
other cell  pores are arranged in rows or clusters.  

(iv) Nucleoplasm : Space between nuclear envelop and nucleus is filled 
with ground substance or matrix called nuclear sap or 
nucleoplasm. 
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Q.9 Describe Plant & Bacterial Cell Wall.  

Ans.:   The plant cells is always surrounded by cell wall which is a nonliving 
structure formed by living protoplast. It is rigid and protective layer 
around the plasma membrane which provides mechanical support to the 
cell. It also determines the shape of plant cell.  

 Cellulose : The polysaccharide of cell wall include polymer of glucose 
unit linked by 1-4 β glycosidic bonds. Its structural units known as micro 
fibrils which get associated with macrofibrils. Hemicullose are short but 
branched heteropolymers of various monosaccharides. Some of common 
eg: of hemicellulose are xylans, glucomannans 
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  Pectins : Water soluble, heterogenous branched polysaccharide that 
contain many negatively charged  D- galatouronic acid residues along will 
D-glucuronic acid residues ,they are helpful in keeping cell wall 
component together. Mannans, agar, lignin and chitin are also present in 
cell wall.  

 Cutin : Is a biological plastic and is made of fatty acid. Suberin is water 
resistant  substance, comprising of fatty acid and found in Cork and Cell 
wall of many plants.  

 

 Structure: 

(i) Primary Cell Wall:  First formed cell wall, outer most layer of cell 
and comparatively thin, the primary cell wall of yeast and fungi is 
composed of chitin.  

(ii) Secondary Cell Wall: Primary cell wall is followed by secondary 
cell wall. It is thick permeable and composed of compactly 
arranged macrofibrils of cellulose.  

(iii) Tertiary Cell Wall: There occurs another cell wall beneath the 
secondary cell wall called as tertiary cell wall. Tertiary differs in 
staining, chemical composition, besides cellulose, tertiary wall also 
consist of xylem.  

 

Middle Lamella: Cell of plant tissues generally remain cemented together 
by an inter cellular matrix known as middle Lamella. It is mainly 
composed of pectin and lignin. Each plant cell is interconnected with each 
other through cytoplasmic channels called Plasmodesmata which pass 
through intervening cell wall.  

Origin and Growth of Cell Wall: It includes formation of matrix and 

synthesis and orientation of cellulose microfibrils. Extension of cellulose 

microfibril is presumably achieved by lateral movement of enzyme 

complex in fluid phase of plasma-membrane. During lignifications, lignin 

is deposited in spaces between the cellulose molecules making cell wall 

more rigid rendering it impermeable. The lignified tissue becomes well 

adapted to two types of functions: 
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(i) It provides mechanical strength due to it lingo- cellulose 

composition 

(ii) It transports water & salts, since lignifications involve loss of the 

protoplasm resulting in formation of hollow waterproof tube.  

Bacterial Cell Wall: Present outside plasma membrane in all the bacteria. 

It is very thick in gram positive bacteria and is comparatively thin in gram 

negative bacteria. The cell wall in bacteria is much more complex then 

cellulose wall of plant cells. It is formed of mucopeptide, polysaccharide, 

amino acid and lipid.  

Polysaccharides: Forms backbone of cell wall and confer structural 

rigidity, the polysaccharide of bacterial wall formed of sugars like glucose, 

galactose.   

(i) N-Acetyl Muramicic Acid    

(ii) N-Acetyl  Glucosamine  

They are arranged alternatively and joined by glycosidic linkages. In gram 

positive bacteria matrix of cell wall formed of teichoic acid which is 

polymers of glucose, alanine and glycerol or Ribitol. Techoic acid has 

glycerol or ribitol phosphate and only one of the two can be present in cell 

wall of particular strain of gram positive bacteria.  

In gram negative bacteria there is no teichoic acids and only 5-10% 

peptidoglycans present which protect cell from osmotic rupture and 

provide rigidity and shape to cell wall. Teichoic acids if present obtain 

Mg+2 from environment for metabolic function of cell.     

 Amino acid: Amino acid present are glutamic acid, alanine, glycine, and 

lysine. In gram positive bacteria amino acids are alanine & glycine which 

are present in large proportions.  

 Lipids: About 20% lipid present in cell wall of gram negative bacteria and 
in gram positive bacteria only traces of lipid found. 
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S.No.
  

Gram Positive Bacteria  Gram Negative Bacteria  

1. Cell Wall is thick.  It is thin.  

2. 95% Peptidoglycans. Peptidoglycans are 5-10%of 
cell wall.  

3. Teichoic acid present.  Absent.  

4. Lack LPS- lipopolysaccharides Cell wall contains LPS which 

make them virulent 

5. Four types of amino acids are 
present in major proportion 
that’s mainly include glycine, 
alanine  

Many types of amino acids are 
present. 

  

Difference between gram positive & gram Negative bacterial cell wall.  

 

□ □ □ 
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Section-B 

Chapter-1 

Important Properties of Water  

 

Q.1 In a single molecule of water, two hydrogen atoms are bonded to a single 

oxygen atom by 
A) hydrogen bonds. 

B) nonpolar covalent bonds. 

C) polar covalent bonds. 

D) ionic bonds. 

E) van der Waals interactions. 

Ans.: B) nonpolar covalent bonds. 

Q.2 An example of a hydrogen bond is the bond between 
A) C and H in methane (CH4). 

B) The H of one water molecule and the O of another water molecule. 

C) Na+and Cl- in salt. 

D) the two hydrogen atoms in a molecule of hydrogen gas (H2). 

E) Mg+and Cl- in MgCl2. 

Ans.: B) the H of one water molecule and the O of another water molecule. 

Q.3 Water is able to form hydrogen bonds because 
A) oxygen has a valence of 2. 

B) the water molecule is shaped like a tetrahedron. 

C) the bonds that hold together the atoms in a water molecule are polar covalent bonds. 

D) the oxygen atom in a water molecule has a weak positive charge. 

E) each of the hydrogen atoms in a water molecule is weakly negative in charge. 
Ans.: C) the bonds that hold together the atoms in a water molecule are polar 

covalent bonds. 

Q.4 What gives rise to the cohesiveness of water molecules? 
A) hydrophobic interactions 

B) nonpolar covalent bonds 

C) ionic bonds 
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D) hydrogen bonds 

E) both A and C 

Ans.:  D) hydrogen bonds 

Q.5 Water molecule has characteristics of 
(A) Acid 

(B) Base 

(C) Both acid and base 

(D) None of these 

Ans.: C) Both Acid and Base 

Q.6 A substance that prevents large changes in the pH of a solution is 
A. DNA. 

B. water. 

C. a buffer. 

D. an enzyme. 

Ans.: C. a buffer. 

Q.7 If the pH of a solution changes from 2 to 5, then the solution has 
A. become a base. 

B. lost hydrogen ions. 

C. become more acidic. 

D. gained hydrogen ions. 

Ans.: B. lost hydrogen ions. 

Q.8 Water allows chemical reactions in cells to occur because it 
A. acts as a solvent. 

B. evaporates readily. 

C. is less dense as a solid. 

D. promotes dehydration synthesis 

Ans.: A. acts as a solvent. 

Q.9 Water molecules are connected to each other by 
A. buffers. 

B. hydrolysis. 

C. peptide bonds. 

D. hydrogen bonds. 

Ans.: D. hydrogen bonds. 

Q.10 Which of the following is necessary for hydrogen bonding? 
A. Peptide bonds. 
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B. Hydrogen ions. 

C. Polar molecules. 

D. Equal sharing of electrons. 

Ans. C. Polar molecules. 

 

Q. 1 Define Buffer?  

Ans.: A Buffer solution is one that resists a change in pH after addition of acid 
(H+) or base (OH-) more effectively than an equal volume of water. 

 

Q.2  What are the unique features of Water? 

Ans.: Following are the unique features of water: 

(1) Water is universal solvent. 

(2) It adheres and cohesive. 

(3) Resists changes in temperature 

(4) Resists change of state.  

 

Q.3 Summarize the physical properties of Water? 

Ans.: Physical Properties of water are: 

 Property Value 

Melting Point : 0ºC 

Boiling Point : 100ºC 

Heat of Vaporization : 540 cal/g 

Heat Capacity : 1000 cal/g 

Heat of Fusion : 79.7 cal/g 

Surface Tension : 72.8 

Dielectric Constant : 80 

 

Q.4 What are the properties of Water of physiological importance? 
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Ans.: (1) Expansion on freezing and frozen water is less dense than liquid 
water. 

(2) High surface tension because of which water rises in narrow 
capillary tube. 

(3) High heat capacity and thus water act as temperature buffer. 

(4)  High solvent power and therefore it is called universal solvent 
which facilitates chemical reactions both outside and within 
biological systems. 

 

Q.5 State Law of Mass Action? What is ionic product of Water?  

Ans.: Low of Mass Action states, “The rate of a chemical reactions is directly 
proportional to product of molar concentrations reactants at a constant 
temperature at a given time.”  

           e.g.  A + B    →      Products 

 Thus, Rate of reaction r  [A] [B] 

 =k [A] [B] where [A] and [B] are molar concentrations of reactants A & B 

respectively. k is constant of proportionality called rate constant.  

For, reversible reaction A + B ---- X + Y 

   Keq = 
[X][Y]

[A][B]
    Keq = equilibrium constant  

 Water molecule have slight tendency to under go reversible ionization 

crucial to role of water in cellular functions.  

   H2O  H+ +OH 

 From Law of Mass action; the equilibrium constant for reversible 

ionization of water can be given by  

   Keq = 
2

[H ][OH ]

[H O]
    _ _ _ (1) 

 In pure water at 25ºC concentration of water is 55.5 M. On substituting 

55.5 M in equilibrium constant expression. 
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     Keq = 
+ -[H ][OH ]

55.5M
    _ _ _ (2) 

 or (55.5 M) (Keq) = + -[H ][OH ]  = Kw   _ _ _ (3) 

  Kw = (Keq) (55.5 M) is called as: 

 Ionic Product of water 

 Value for Keq = 1.8 x 10-16M at 25º C  

 (55.5) (1.8 x 10-16) = + -[H ][OH ]  

 Or 1.0 x 10-14M2 = + -[H ][OH ]  = Kw 

 If in solution there is equal concentration of H+ & OH- then, 

 Kw = [H+] [H+]            as,  [OH] = [H+] 

Kw = [H+]2 

Or Kw  = H+ = -14 21×10 M  = 10-7 M 
 

Q.6 Define pH. Why it is required to maintain pH? 

Ans.: Sorensen defines pH of a solution as the negative logarithm of 
concentration of hydrogen ions. 

 Thus,   pH = log  +

+

1
= -log [H ]

[H ]
 

 The symbol p denotes “negative logarithm of “. 

For, precisely natural solution at 25º C, in which concentration of 
hydrogen ion is 1.0 x 10-7 M pH can be calculated as: 

 pH  =  Log 7

7

1
= - log (1 10 )

1 10
 

         =  log 1.0 + log 107  

         =  0 + 7.0 

         =  7.0 

Measurement of pH is one of the most important and frequently used 
procedures in biochemistry. It is required to maintain pH because it 
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affects structure and activity of biological macro molecules for e.g. 
catalytic activity of enzymes. 

 

Q.7 Write about Brownsted Acids? 

Ans.: In aqueous systems addition or removal of hydrogen ion is explained by 
Brownsted-Lowry concept of acids and bases. 

 A Brownsted Lowry acid is defined as substance that can donates a proton 
(H+) and Brownsted Lowry base is substance that can accept a proton. A 
proton donor (acid) and corresponding proton acceptor (base) make up 
conjugate acid base pair. 

  HA → H+ + A– 

 Here, HA represent Brownsted Lowry acid. 
 

Q.8 Write in brief on Ionizations of weak Acid? 

Ans.: Weak acid is molecule that has a lesser tendency to lose its proton and 
therefore does not readily dissipate in water for e.g. Acetic acid (CH3 
COOH). 

 The dissociation of weak organic compound, acetic acid is written as: 

CH3COOH → H+ + CH3COO–    

 At a given temperature, extent of ionization at equilibrium can be given 
by following equation.   

Ka’ = 
+ –

3

3

[H ][CH COO ]

[CH COOH] 
 

 Ka’- apparent ionization constant.  

 For 1M acetic acid, Ka = 1.8 x 10-5 M at 25º C if [H+] & [CH3 COO-] = x 

 x2 = 1.8 x 10-5 

 x   = 4.2 x 10-3 M 

      = 0.0042 M 

 

Q.9 What is Henderson Haessel Bach Equation? 
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Ans.: The quantitative relationship among pH, buffering action of mixture of 

weak acid with its conjugate base, and the pka of weak acid is given by a 

simple expression called Henderson Haesselbach equation. The shape of 

titration curves of weak acid is also expressed by this equation .It is 

simply a useful way of restating expression for dissociation constant of a 

weak acid. For dissociation of a weak acid HA into H+ and A-, the 

Henderson Haesselbach equation can be derived as;  

Ka = 
+ –[H ][A ]

[HA] 
 

Or  [H+] = Ka
–

[HA]

[A ]
  

 Taking log 

log [H+] = log Ka + log 
–

[HA]

[A ]
 

taking negative log both side; 

- log [H+] =  - log Ka – [ log 
–

[HA]

[A ]
] 

Substitute pH for – log [H+] and pKa for – log Ka 

 pH = pKa – [log 
–

[HA]

[A ]
] 

Or  pH = pKa + log 
–[A ]

[HA]
 

 In more general form; 

  pH = pKa + log [Proton acceptor] 

                [Proton donor] 

 This equation fits titration curve of all weak acids and enables to deduce a 
number of important quantitative relationships. 
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Q.10  Explain Buffering Action of following Biological or Physiological 
Buffers. 

   OR 

 Write a short note on Buffers. 

(a) Phosphate Buffer System. 

 (b) Bicarbonate Buffer system. 

Ans.:  (a)  Phosphate Buffer System: This system acts in cytoplasm of all cells 
consist of H2PO4 as proton donor and HPO42 as proton acceptor.  

H2PO4- → H+ + H PO42- 

The phosphate buffer system is effective at pH close to its pka of 
6.86 and thus tends to resist pH changes in range between 6.4 & 7.4, 
the pH of intracellular fluids (6.0–6.9) is nearer to pKa of phosphate 
buffer & therefore buffering capacity of phosphates buffer is highly 
elevated inside the cells.  

In case the ratio of [HPO42] / [H2PO4-] tends to be changed by 
formation of more H2PO4- for which the ratio ultimately remains 
unaltered. 

(b)  Bicarbonate Buffer System:  this is main extra cellular buffer 
system which provides means for removal of CO2 produced by 
tissue metabolism.  It is the main buffer system in blood plasma 
and consists of carbonic acid as proton donor and Bicarbonate as 
proton acceptor. 

H2CO3 → H+ + HCO3- 

K1 = 
+ –

3

2 3

[H ][HCO ]

[H CO ] 
 

 One of its components H2CO3 [Carbonic acid] formed from 
dissolved CO2 & H2O.  

CO2 (d) + H2O → H2CO3 

K2 =  2 3

3 2

[H CO ]

 [CO (d)][H O]
 

  Also,  CO2 (g) → CO2 (d) 
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The pH of bicarbonate buffer system depends on concentration of 
H2CO3. The concentration of H2CO3 depends on concentration of 
dissolved CO2 which in turn depends on concentration of CO2 in 
gas phase. 

 

Q.11 Explain titration of a weak acid by a strong base with help of titration 
curve? 

Ans.:  The concentration of acid in original solution can be calculated from 
volume and concentration of NaOH added. A plot of pH against amount 
of NaOH added reveals pKa of weak acid.  

 Equilibrium constant for ionization reaction are called dissociation 
constant ka, pka which is analogous to pH can be given by  

pKa = log 
1

Ka
 = - log Ka 

 Titration curve reveals property of acids and their conjugate base. 

 When acetic acid is titrated with NaOH, the greatest changes in pH takes 
place at beginning of and end of titration. The region of least change 
occurs at mid point of titration. When exactly 0.5 equivalents of base have 
been added at this point concentration of undissociated acid CH3 COOH 
or HA is equal to its anion (CH3 COO- or A-). At these particular 
concentrations of HA and A- , the pH {4 .6} is equal to pKa.  

 After the addition of each increment of NaOH to acetic acid solution, the 
pH of mixture is measured. This value is plotted against fraction of total 
amount of NaOH required to neutralize acetic acid. The points so 
obtained yield titration curve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 8                                           CH3COO- 
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 7   [CH3 COOH] = {CH3 COO-] 

 6    pH 5.26 

 5 

pH  4      Buffering region 

 3  PH = pKa = 4.76 PH = 4.26 

 2 

 1 

        0  0.5 1.0 

     (OH)–   equivalents  

At mid point of titration concentration of proton donor and acceptor are 
equal and is called screened zone, is useful region of buffering action. 

 
 

□ □ □
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Chapter-2 
 

Biomolecules 

 
Q.1 Which of the following is not a reducing sugar? 

A) Glucose 

B) Fructose 

C) Galactose 

D) Sucrose 

E) Lactose 

Ans.: D) Sucrose 

   

Q.2 The general formula of monosaccharides is 

A) CnH2nOn 

B) C2nH2On 

C) CnH2O2n 

D) CnH2nO2n 

Ans.: A) CnH2nOn 

 

Q.3 Polysaccharides are 

(A) Polymers 

(B) Acids 

(C) Proteins 

(D) Oils 

Ans.: (A) Polymers 

Q.4 Two sugars which differ from one another only in configuration around a single 

carbon atom are termed 

(A) Epimers 

(B) Anomers 

(C) Optical isomers 

(D) Stereoisomers 

Ans.: (A) Epimers 
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Q.5 The number of isomers of glucose is 
(A) 2 

(B) 4 

(C) 8 

(D) 16 

Ans.: (D) 16 

 

Q.6 Starch is a 

(A) Polysaccharide 

b(B) Monosaccharide 

(C) Disaccharide 

(D) None of these 

Ans.: (A) Polysaccharide 

 

Q.7 Number of asymmetric carbon atom in glucose is: 

A. One 

B. Two 

C. Three 

D. Four  

Ans.: D. Four 

Q.8 Monosaccharides can be seperated by: 
A. Electrophoresis 

B. Chromotography 

C. Salting out 

D. None of the above 

Ans.: B. Chromotography  

Q.9 Alpha-D-Glucuronic acid is present in: 

A. Hyaluronic acid 

B. Chondrointin sulphate 

C. Heparin 

D. All of the above 

Answer: C. Heparin 

Q.10 Maltose can be formed by hydrolysis of: 
A. Strach 
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B. Dextrin 

C. Glycogen 

D. All of the above 

Answer: D. All of the above 

Q.11 Write two examples of each Disaccharides and Trisacchharides - 

Ans.: Disaccharide - Sucrose, Maltose  

 Trisaccharide - Raffinose, Rhaminose    
 

Q.12 Give example of Reducing Sugars and Non-reducing Sugar. 

Ans.: Reducing Sugar – Glucose  

 Non Reducing Sugar – Sucrose 
 

Q.13 Define Carbohydrates? 

Ans.: Carbohydrates are polyhydroxy aldehydes or ketones and their 
derivatives also known as sugars or saccharides. 

 

Q.14 What are Polysaccharides?  

Ans.: Polysaccharides are sugars that yield more than 10 molecules of 
monosaccharide on hydrolysis; their general formula is (C6H10O5)X.  

 They are of two types: 

 (a) Homo Polysaccharide   (b) Hetero Polysaccharides  

  (e.g. Starch, Glycogen)         (e.g. Hyaluronic Acid, chondrotin) 
 

Q.15 What are Enantiomers? 

Ans.: The two D and L forms of a compound constitute a pair of enantiomers or 
enantiomorphs. Enantioners are optically active stereoisomers which are 
mirror images of each other. 

 

Q.16 D–Glucose is –  

 (a) Dextrorotatory   (b) Levorotatory   

 (c)   Both     (d)  None  Ans.: (a)  
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Q.17 Write reaction of Fehling‟s Reagent with Reducing Sugar? 

Ans.: C6H12O6   +  2Cu (OH) 2    Gluconic Acid    +  Cu2O     +  H2O 

 Glucose Fehling’s         Cuprous Oxide  

   Solution          (Red Color) 

Q.18 What is difference between reducing and non reducing sugars? 

Ans.: Carbohydrates with free aldehyde (at C-1) or free ketone at (C-2) group 

are called reducing sugars, and if aldehyde or ketone group is not free but 

instead utilized in bond formation is called non reducing sugar.  

 

Q.19 What are disaccharides and how they are classified? 

Ans.: Disaccharides are most common oligosaccharide and yield 2-10 

monosaccharides on hydrolyses.  

   Disaccharides 

 

 Non reducing       Reducing 

 

 

C1 – C1 glycosidic  C1 – C2 glycosidic C1 – C4 glycosidic   C1 – C6 glycosidic  

linkage   linkage  linkage  linkage 

  
e.g.  Trohalose  Sucrose   Maltose  Melibiose  

 

 

 

Q.20 Explain structure and properties of any one disaccharide. 

Ans.: Sucrose is disaccharide and is widely distributed in photosynthetic Plants. 
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In plants molecule of water form glycoside of hydroxyl groups or (- 1) 

glucose and B – D, Fructose. 

It is white crystalline solid, soluble in water and with melting point 180º C. 

It is dextrorotatory and is non-reducing sugar. 

Structure 

6CH2OH 

       5       0  0 

H  H H                CH2OH H 

OH OH  H      1                  0    2     H                     OH   5 

       3    2  3 2     CH2OH 

    H OH OH H 

Glucose Moeity Frutose Moeity 

Fig. : Sucrose 

Upon hydrolyses Sucrose yields equimolar. Mixture glucose and fructose 
which is often called a revert sugar.  

C12H22O11 + H2O     → C6H12O6 + C6H12O6 

Sucrose       water  Glucose Fructose 

On hydrolysis sucrose gives mixture of equimolar quantities of D (+) 
glucose (dextrorotatory) and D (-) fructose levorotatory. 

This mixture is also called as invert sugar and reaction inversion of 
sucrose is catalyzed by enzyme invertase.  

 

Q.21 What is Glycogen or animal starch? 

Ans.: Major reserve food in animals often called as animal starch. Glycogen is 
stored in liver and muscles of animals. It is branded clean Polysaccharide, 
whose molecular weight is 1-2 x 107. 
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 It is white powder and Soluble in water. It is non reducing sugar. On 
incomplete hydrolysis it yields Maltose and on complete hydrolysis by 
acids it gives Glucose.  

 (C6H10O5)n + (n – 1) H20   →  n (C6H12O6) 

 Glycogen n – 1 water  n glucose mole cutes    
       (soluble)  

Q.22 Polymers of amino acid are? 

 (a) Proteins  (b) Carbohydrates 

 (c) Lipids   (d) Peptide   

Ans.:  (a) Proteins 

 

Q.23 Which form of amino acids are commonly found in Eukaryotes? 

 (a) D – form  (b) D & L form 

 (c) L – form   (d) None 

Ans.: (c) L- form [L = laevorotatory] 

 

Q.24 How many standard amino acids are present? 

 (a) 20   (b) 30  

 (c) 10   (d) 15    Ans.: (a)  

 

Q.25 Amino acids are: 

 (a) Polar   (b) Non Polar 

 (c) Uncharged  (d) Amphoteric   Ans.: (d)  

Q. 26 An example of chromoprotein is 

(A) Hemoglobin 

(B) Sturine 

(C) Nuclein 

(D) Gliadin 

Ans.: (A) Hemoglobin 
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Q.27 Casein, the milk protein is 

(A) Nucleoprotein 

(B) Chromoprotein 

(C) Phosphoprotein 

(D) Glycoprotein 

Ans.: (C) Phosphoprotein 

Q.28 Two amino acids of the standard 20 contain sulfur atoms. They are:  

a. cysteine and serine  

b. cysteine and threonine  

c. methionine and cysteine  

d. methionine and serine  

e. threonine and serine 

Ans.: c. methionine and cysteine  

Q.29 A peptide bond forms by: 
a). a condensation reaction. 

b). dehydration synthesis. 

c). the formation of a covalent bond. 

d). all of these. 

Ans.: d) all of these 

Q.30 The level of protein structure represented by the alpha-helix shape is 
A. primary. 

B. secondary. 

C. tertiary. 

D. quaternary. 

Ans.: B. secondary. 

Q.31 Proteins may denature when 
A. pH is changed. 

B. oxygen is present. 

C. they form enzymes. 

D. substrate concentration is increased. 

Ans.: A) pH is changed. 

Q.32 When a protein loses its normal three-dimensional configuration, it is said to 

be 
A. saturated. 

B. denatured. 

C. neutralized. 

D. synthesized. 

Ans.: B. denatured.  
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Q. 33 Write general structure of amino acid? 

 

Ans.:   COO -     Carboxyl group 

    – Carbon or chiral center  

   H3N+    C H 

     

     R (side Chian) 

  Amino Group 

  

Q.34 Give structure of any five amino acids with nonpolar, aliphatic R 
group? 

Ans.:   COO -               COO -      

      

   H3N+    C H   H3N+            C    H 

     

     H              CH3 

   Glycine      Alanine 

 

 

   COO -                    

      

   H3N    C H    

     

     CH              

      

           CH3                             CH3                                                               
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   Valine     

 

  
  

   COO -               COO -      

      

   H3N+    C  H               C    H 

     H2C +NH2 

            HC        CH3 

   H2C  CH2 

      CH2 

 

   CH3                                     Proline 

        Isoleucine  

 

 

Q.35 Give structure of amino acid with aromatic R group? 

Ans.:  COO -               COO -            COO -   
   

        H3N+      C            H      H3N+            C H   H3N+    C              H 

     

      CH2              CH2 CH2 

 

 C = CH  

 NH 
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Phenylalanine    Tyrosine   Tryptophan  

 

Q.36 Write Structures of amino acids with uncharged R groups? 

Ans.:  

 

Q.37 Write structures of amino acid with negatively charged R groups. 

Ans.:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q.38 Write structures of amino acid with positively charged R groups. 

Ans.:   
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Q.39 What is peptide bond? 

Ans.: Polypeptides are linear polymers composed of amino acids linked 
together by peptide bonds. Peptide bonds are amide linkages formed 
when unshared electron pair & α - amino nitrogen atom of one amino acid 
attacks α – carboxyl carbon of another amino acid, has  C – N bond with 
partial double bond character that gives rigid planar configuration. 
Rotation is permitted only about N – Cα and Cα – C bond. The bond 
angles labelled Ø for N – Cα & ψ for Cα – C bond are used as symbols. 

 
Q.40 Write in detail about Primary, Secondary tertiary and Quaternary 

structure. 
Ans.: Proteins have four levels of structural organisation. 

(a) Primary Structure: Primary Structure of polypeptide is its amino acid 
sequence and amino acids are linked with peptide bonds. Amino acid 
sequence is specified by genetic information.    

(b) Secondary Structure: As the poly peptide chain fold it forms certain 
localized arrangement with adjacent amino acids which constitute 
secondary structure. The most commonly types of Secondary Structure 
are ; 
α –helix  
β – Pleated sheets 
α –helix: rigid, rod like structure. When a poly peptide chain twists 
into right handed helical conformation hydrogen bond form between 
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the N-H group of each amino acid and carboxyl group of amino acid, 4 
residues away. 
 β –Pleated sheets: form when two or more poly peptides chain 
segment line up side by side. Each individual segment refereed to as β 
strand and is stabilized by hydrogen bonds that form between the poly 
peptide back bone N-H and carboxyl group of adjacent chains.  
 

 

 

 

Anti parallel β Sheets   Parallel β Sheets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
      α – helix 

(c) Tertiary Structure : Unique three dimensional conformations that 
globular proteins assumes as a consequence of various interactions like 
hydrophobic interactions, electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonds, 
covalent bond between the side chains of primary structure.  

(d) Quaternary Structure: Proteins that consist of two or more poly 
peptide chains or subunits are said to have quaternary structure. Poly 
peptide subunits are held together by non-covalent interactions e.g.; 
collagen which is extra cellular matrix protein. 
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Q.41  Write short note on organic acids. Explain any one. 

Ans.: Organic acid is an organic compound with acidic properties. Most 
common organic acid are the carboxylic acids. Organic acids are weak 
acids and do not dissociate completely in water. 

            (1) Acetic Acid (2) Formic Acid 

(3) Citric Acid (4) Oxalic Acid 

Citric Acid:  It is hydroxy tribasic and occurs in citrus fruits like lemon 
and orange. Lemon juice contains 7-10 % citric acid. It is white crystalline 
solid exist as monohydrate & has strong acid test. It has following 
important uses;   

(1) Used as mordant in dye industry. 

(2) Its magnesium salt as laxative, ferric ammonic citrate in case iron 
deficiency & sodium citrate in baby powder milk. 

(3) In preparation of Benedicts solution. 

Preparation 

(1) C12 H22O11 +H2O   Air       CH2 COOH 

      Sucrose                    I 

                                Oxidation        C (OH) COOH 

                I 

                     CH2COOH 

         Citric acid 
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 (2)       CH2OH        CH2Cl  Oxidation    ] inter mediate 

            ↓ ↓ 

            CHOH     2HCl     CHOH H2CrO4                                 H3O+ 

            ↓ ↓ 

           CH2OH           CH2Cl                            

    Glycerol       Citric Acid 

 

Reactions: (1) Citric Acid 

          H2S2O7  

 ∆ 

   Acetone di carboxylic Acid  

    ↓→ CO2 

   Aceto acetic acid 

    ↓→ CO2 

         Acetone  

(2) Complex for motion: Alkaline solution of citric acid & copper sulphate 
solution in presence of sodium carbonate forms deep blue colored water 
soluble complex known as Benedict solution & is used to test aldehydes  & 
reducing sugars. 

 

Q.42 Give example of Nitrogenous base. 

Ans.: (a) Purines: - Adenine & Guanine  

(b) Pyrimidines : Cytosine ,Uracil, Thymine 
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Q.43 Write structure of ribose and deoxyribose Sugar?  

Ans.:  

 

 5’ 

HOCH2 OH    HOCH2                                           OH 

                                                              

 H  H            H 

         OH           OH                           OH        H 

             β – D – ribose                    β – D – 2 deoxy ribose  

Q.44 Give structure of Pyrimidine bases. 

Ans.:  

  
 
Q.45 Give structure of Purine bases. 
Ans.:  
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Q.46 Write Hydrolytic products of nucleon acid. 

 

Ans.:                          NH3 BO(OH)2      

       Nucleotides    
         1150        
            
 Nucleic  Enzymes(nucleases)       AqNH3      Decreasing 
 Acid            175ºC    Molecular 
           Wt 
    MgO in SOI4       
             Nucleosides + H3PO4   

     Heat       
            
       Heat with Inorganic Acid  
            
            
     Sugar + Purines + Pyrimidines  

 

 

Q.47 Give DNA and RNA structure showing phosphodiester bond. 
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Q.48 Which is insoluble RNA. 

 (a) rRNA  (b) tRNA 

 (c) mRNA (d)  None     Ans.: (a) 

 

Q.49 Which is known as template RNA. 

 (a) tRNA  (b) mRNA 

 (c)  rRNA  (d) None     Ans.: (b)  

Q.50 Which is Soluble RNA. 

 (a) mRNA (b) tRNA 

 (c)  rRNA  (d) All     Ans.: (b) 

 

Q.51 Differentiate between Deoxyribonucleic (DNA) and ribonucleic acid 
(RNA).  
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Ans.:  
 

S. 
No. 

DNA RNA 

1 Found mainly in chromatin of 
cell nucleus.  

Most RNA is present in cell 
cytoplasm & little in nucleus. 

2 Never present in free state in 
cytoplasm.  

May be present in free state.  

3 Normally double stranded and 
rarely single stranded.  

Single stranded and rarely 
double stranded.  

4 Sugar moiety in DNA is 2’-
deoxy ribose which contain a 
hydrogen atom at C -2.   

Sugar moiety in RNA is ribose 
which contains 2’- hydroxyl 
group. 

5 Nitrogenous bases are 
Adenine, Guanine, Cytosine 
and Thymine.      

Common Nitrogenous base are 
Adenine, Guanine, Cytosine 
and Uracil.   

6 The base ratio (A/T and G/C) 
are necessarily around one. 

It need not have 
complementary base ratio. 

7 DNA acts as template for its 
Synthesis.  

RNA doesn’t replicate.  

8 DNA is usual genetic material. RNA is genetic material of 
some viruses only.  

9 During base pairing, Adenine 
pairs with Thymine and 
Guanine with Cytosine. 

In case of pairing, Adenine 
Pairs with Uracil and Guanine 
with Cytosine.   

Q.52 Which of following statement is not true for Lipids? 

 (a) Esters of Glycerol and Fatty Acids. 

 (b) Hydrophobic in nature. 

 (c)  Insoluble or Poorly Soluble in Water. 

 (d) None        Ans.: (d) 
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Q.53 Write four general functions of biological Lipids. 

Ans.: (1) They serve as storage form of metabolic fuel. 

(2) They serve as transport form of metabolic fuel. 

(3) They provide structural components of membranes. 

(4) They have protective functions is bacteria, plants, insects and 
vertebrates serving as a part of the outer coating between the body 
of organism and the environment.  

 

Q.54 What do you understand by Triacylglycerols?  

Ans.: Triacylglycerols are triesters of fatty acids and glycerol, general formula 
can be given by. 

   H2C – O – C – R1           

     

   H – C – O – C – R2 

 

   H2C – O – C – R3  

They are non polar, hydrophobic in nature and major form of stored lipid. 
Because triacylglycerols have no charge they are some times referred to as 
neutral fats. Most triacylglycerol molecules contain fatty acids of varying, 
lengths which may be unsaturated, saturated or combination of both.. Fats 
which are solid at room temperature contain large proportion of saturated 
fatty acids. Oils are liquid at room temperature contain a large proportion 
of unsaturated fatty acids. If fats are hydrolyzed with alkali such as NaOH 
or KOH, soap is produced and process is called saponification. 

Q.55 What are Steroids and Eicosanoids.       

Ans.:  Steroids are complex derivatives of tri-terpenes. Each type of steroid 
composed of four fused rings called steroid nucleus. Sterol is class of 
steroids characterized by hydroxyl group at C-3. Cholesterol, an 
important molecule in animals is example of sterol. It is and essential 
component in animal cell membranes. It acts as precursor for biosynthesis 
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of all steroid hormones, vitamin D & bile salts. Sterol that is common to 
plants is stigma sterol and campesterol. 

 Eicosanoids originated from 20 carbon poly unsaturated fatty acids 
(eicosanoic acids), particularly arachidonic acid. It is includes 
Prostaglandins, thrombaxane and leukotrienes. They are potent hormones 
and act locally instead of being transported in blood to act on cells in other 
tissues or organs.  

 

Q.56 How many carbon atoms are present in plasmatic acid. 

 (a) 15  (b) 16 

 (c)  14  (d) None     Ans.: (a)              
 

Q.57 General Formula for Fatty acid (Saturated). 

  (a) CH3 (CH2)n – COOH (b) CH3 (CH2)n – (COOH)2 

 (c)  CH3 COOH   (d) None    Ans.: (a) 
 

Q.58 Non – essential Fatty acids are synthesized form. 

 (a) Acetic Acid   (b) Acetyl Co – A 

 (c)  Aceto Acetic Acid  (d) All of above  Ans.: (b)  
 

Q.59 Unsaturated fatty acids have  

 (a) Presence of double bonds (b) Presence of Methyl group 

 (c)  sp hybridization   (d) All of above  Ans.: (a) 

Q.60 Essential fatty acid:  

(A) Linoleic acid  

(B) Linolenic acid  

(C) Arachidonic acid  

(D) All these 

Ans.: (D) All these 

Q.61 The physical properties of cholesterol are best described as 
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a. polar, charged.  

b. polar, uncharged.  

c. nonpolar.  

d. amphipathic, charged.  

e. amphipathic, uncharged 

Ans.: e. amphipathic, uncharged 

Q.62 A characteristic common to all lipids is 
a). that they contain long chains of C-H bonds. 

b). that they are insoluble in water. 

c). that they have a glycerol backbone. 

d). All of these are characteristics of all lipids. 

Ans.: b) that they are insoluble in water. 

Q.63 A characteristic of unsaturated fats is that they 
A. denature as they cool. 

B. are made up of glucose and fructose. 

C. are made up of amino acids and glycerol. 

D. have double bonds in their carbon chains. 

Ans.: D) have double bonds in their carbon chains. 

Q.64 Which of the following are components of a phospholipid? 
A. cholesterol, glycerol, fatty acids 

B. fatty acids, phosphate group, glycerol 

C.glycerol, amino acids, phosphate group 

D. phosphate group, cholesterol, monosaccharides 

Ans.: B. fatty acids, phosphate group, glycerol 

Q.65 Compared to saturated fats, unsaturated fats contain less 
A. oxygen. 

B. glycerol. 

C. hydrogen. 

D. fatty acids. 
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Ans.: C. hydrogen 

Q.66 A lipid molecule is produced when 
A. fatty acids bond to glycerol. 

B. amino acids bond to glycerol. 

C. monosaccharides bond to glycogen. 

D.dehydration occurs between fatty acids and glycogen. 

Ans.: fatty acids bond to glycerol. 

Q.67 Lipids are composed of 
A. nucleotides. 

B. amino acids. 

C. monosaccharides. 

D. glycerol and fatty acids. 

Ans.: D. glycerol and fatty acids. 

Q.68 What are phospholipids? Write about different types of phospholipids. 

Ans.: Phospholipids are amphipathic molecules abundantly found in plasma 
membrane. There are two types of phospholipids:  

 (a) Phosphoglycerides     (b) Sphingo phospholipids 

 (A) Phosphoglycerides or Glycero phospholipids: Are molecules that 
contain glycerol, fatty acids, Phophate and an alcohol (e. g. Choline) 
Phosphoglycerides are most numerous phospholipids molecules found in 
cell membranes. The simplest phophoglyceride is phosphatidic acid 
composed of Glycerol-3 phosphate that is esterified with two fatty acids. 
Phosphoglyceride molecules are classified according to which alcohol 
becomes esterified to phosphate group for example if alcohol is choline, 
the molecule is called phosphatidylcholine and if serine called 
phosphatidylserine.  

 (B) Sphingo phospholipids: Contain long chain amino alcohol called 
Sphingosine instead of Glycerol. When amino group of Sphingosine is 
acylated with fatty acid, the product is ceramide which is structural parent 
of all Sphingolipids.  

 Glycosphingo lipid:  In glycosphingolipid head group contains one or 
more sugars connected directly to – OH at C -1 of ceramide moiety. 
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(1) Cerebroside: Have single sugar linked to ceramide. 

(2) Globoside: With two or more sugars. 

(3) Gangliosides: A complex glycophospholipid that contain oligo 
saccharide as their polar head groups and one or more residues of 
N-acetyl neuraminic acid and sialic acid.  

 

Selected Sphingo lipid Storage Diseases: 

  

S. 
No. 

Name Accumulating 
Sphingolipid 

Symptom 

1 Tay Sachs 
disease  

Ganglioside  Blindness, mental retardation.  

2 Gaucher’s 
disease  

Glucocerebroside Livers and spleen enlargement, 
mental retardation. 

     □ □ □ 
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Section-C 

Chapter-1 

Nucleus and Heredity 

 
Q.1 Okazaki fragments are also known as: 

 (a) Leading Strand   (b) Lagging Strand 

 (c) Both     (d) None 

Ans.: (b) Lagging Strand   

 

Q.2 Semi Conservative mechanisms was demonstrated by: 

 (a) Meselson & Stahl   (b) Watson & Crick 

 (c) Both     (d) None  

Ans.: (a) Meselson &  Stahl  

 

Q.3 Nuclear pore complex contain: 

 (a) Column Component  (b) Luminal Component 

 (c) Annular Component  (d) All of above 

Ans.: (d) All of above 

 

Q.4 Gene is - 

 (a) Nucleoside sequence  (b) Chromosome 

 (c) DNA     (d) Nucleotide sequence   

Ans.: (d) Nucleotide sequence 
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Q.5 RNP stands for: 

 (a) Ribo Nuclear Protein  (b) Ribosome Nuclear Protein 

 (c) Ribo Nucleolar Protein  (d) None 

Ans.: (a) Ribo Nuclear Protein   

 

Q.6 3‟→ 5‟ Proofreading is required for: 

 (a) Replication Fidelity   (b) Replication error 

 (c) Both     (d) None 

Ans.: Replication Fidelity 

 

Q.7 Eukaryotic RNA Polymerase I is present in: 

 (a) Nucleolus    (b) Nucleus  

 (c) Cytoplasm    (d) Mitochondria  

Ans.: (a)  Nucleolus 

 

Q.8 UREs are known as: 

 (a) Upstream Regulating Elements 

 (b) Upstream Regulatory Elements 

 (c) Both     

 (d) None 

Ans.: (b) Upstream Regulatory Elements 

 

Q.9 Polysomes are: 

 (a) Polyribosome   (b) Poly Nucleosomes 

 (c) Both     (d) None 

Ans.: (a) Polyribosome 
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Q.10 Ribosome binding site is known as:  

 (a) TATA BOX    (b)      Shine – Dalgarno Sequence 

 (c) UREs     (d)      None 

Ans.: (b) Shine – Dalgarno Sequence  
 

Q.11 How many initiation factors are present in Prokaryotes? 

 (a) 1     (b) 2 

 (c) 3     (d) 4 

Ans.: (c)   3 
 

Q.12 Which of the following is Eukaryotic releasing factor (RF). 

 (a) e RF – (a)    (b) e RF – ATP 

 (c) e RF – G    (d) e RF 

Ans.: (d) e RF 
 

Q.13 Translational Elongation is associated with: 

 (a) Amino –acyl – tRNA delivery (b) Peptide bond formation 

 (c) Translocation   (d) All of above  

Ans.: (d) All of above 
 

Q.14 Which of the following is start codon:  

 (a) AUG     (b) GUG 

 (c) AAA     (d) None 

Ans.: (a) AUG 

Q.15 Which of the following is translocase: 

 (a) (EF – G)     (b) RF – 1  

 (c) EF – TU    (d) EF – TS  
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Ans.: (a) (EF – G)  
 

Q.16 Write short note on Nuclear membrane Y Nucleopore complex. 

Ans.: a) Structure: Nuclear envelop encloses the DNA & defines the nuclear 
compartment. It is formed of two membranes. The inner membrane 
contains specific proteins that act as binding sites for nuclear lamina that 
supports it. The inner membrane is surrounded by outer nuclear 
membranes which closely resemble outer membrane of Endoplasmic 
reticulum. In between outer and inner nuclear membrane space present is 
called perinuclear space Nuclear envelop in all Eukaryotes is perforated 
by nuclear pores. Each pore is formed by large elaborate structure known 
as nuclear pore complex. 

 Each pore complex contains one or more open aqueous channels through 
which water soluble molecules that are smaller in size can diffuse. 

 

 In cross section the nuclear pore complex appears and composed of: 

(1) Column component which forms the bulk of pore wall. 
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(2) Annular component which extend spokes toward centre of the 
pore. 

(3) Luminal component which is formal by large trans membrane 
glycoprotein that is thought to help anchor the complex to nuclear 
membrane. On nuclear side the fibrils converge to form cagé like 
structure.  

Protein & RNA molecules bind to specific receptor protein located in pore 
complexes are actively transported across the nuclear envelop through 
complexes. 

 

Q.17 Describe Packaging of DNA? 

Ans.: Gene is defined as nucleotide sequence in a DNA molecule that acts as 
functional unit for production of an RNA molecule. A chromosome 
formed form single enormously long DNA molecule that contain set of 
many genes. 

 Eukaryotic chromosomes contain a long linear DNA molecule which must 
be packaged into nuclear. The name chromatin is given to highly ordered 
DNA protein complex which makes up Eukaryotic chromosomes. The 
chromatin structure serves to package & organize chromosomal DNA & is 
able to alter its level of packing at different stages of cell.  

 The major components of chromatin are histones small basic proteins 
which bind tightly to DNA. There are four families of core histones, H2A, 
H2B, H3 H4 & H1 which has some different properties & distinct role.  

 Nucleosome core is the basic unit of chromosomes structure, consisting of 
protein octamer containing two each of core histones with 146 bp of DNA 
wrapped around it. A single molecule of H1 organizes DNA between 
nucleosomes. A nucleosome core plus H1 is known as chromtosome.  

 Chromatin is organized into larger structure, known as 30nm fibre or 
Solenoid, thought to consist of a left handed helix of nucleosome with 
approximately 6 nucleosomes per helical turn. Most chromatin exists in 
this form. 
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 On the higher order structure chromosomal DNA is organized into loops 
of up to 100 Kb in form of 30mm fiber. The over all structure save what 
resembles that of the organizational domains of prokaryotic DNA.  
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Q. 18 Comment „DNA as a genetic material ‟. 

Ans.: DNA is found to be the genetic material in almost all living beings except 
some plant viruses.  

 Evidences of DNA as genetic material. 

(1) Bacteria Transformation: By Frederick Griffith provided first clear 
evidence that DNA is hereditary material while working with – 
Pneumonia causing bacteria. He conducted following set of 
experiments. 

(1) Virulent strain → culture → inject mice →  Death 

  ↓ 

Virus Recovered  

(2) Non Virulent strain → culture → inject mice → Lives 

↓ 

                                                                                                No Virus Recovered 

(3) Virulent strain → Heat Killed → inject mice → Lives 

↓ 

                                                                                             No Virus Recovered 

(4) Virulent strain (Heat killed) + non virulent → inject mice → Death 

↓ 

Virus Recovered 

Conclusion:  presence of heat killed Virulent strain has caused 
transformation of nonvirulent bacteria into Virulent called bacterial 
transformation. 

(2) Three Scientists Avery Macleod & Mc. Cartey recognized the 
principle for converting non virulent to virulent and found it to be 
DNA. 

(3) Lederberg and Tatum showed that conjugation results in transfer of 
genetic material (DNA) from one to other. During conjugation 
cytoplasmic bridge is formed between conjugated bacteria & DNA 
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transferred was found to be vary with period of conjugation. Also, 
length of DNA & amount of genetic information transferred are 
directly related. 

(4) Hershey along with Luria and Dulbruck discovered phage lytic 
cycle & demonstrate that DNA enters the host cell and act as 
hereditary or genetic material. 

Following above experiments demonstrate that DNA is the genetic 
material and is responsible for careering genetic information.     

 

Q.19 Describe DNA Replication in Prokaryotes and Eukaryotes.  

Ans.: Transmission of chromosomal DNA from generation to generation is 
crucial to cell propagation. This can only be achieved when chromosomal 
DNA is accurately replicated, providing two copies of the enter genome 
for distribution in each daughter cell. 

(A) Semi Conservative Replication: If the two strands of parental 
double helix of DNA separated, the base sequence of each parental 
strand could serve as template for synthesis of new, 
complementary producing two identical progeny double helices. 
This process is called Semi Conservative Replication because the 
parental double helix is half conserved each parental strand is 
remaining intact.  

(B) Unidirectional and Bidirectional DNA Replication: all known 
DNA molecules, with only few exceptions replicate as circles & 
hence initiate within the helix. DNA replication doesn’t start at 
random locations but at particular sites called origins of DNA 
replication. A DNA whose replication starts from an origin and 
proceeds bidirectionally or unidirectionally to terminals site is 
called replicon. In each replicon replication is continuous from 
origin to terminus & associated with movement of replication point 
called Replication fork. In bidirectional replication both ends of 
replication fork are moving. Where as in unidirectional replication 
one of two ends of replication end remains stationary and other 
end serve as replication fork and moves with replication. An 
example of unidirectional replication is replication of mitochondrial 
DNA.  
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(C) Enzymes for DNA Replication: Different prokaryotic and 
Eukaryotic cells have been found to contain three kinds of nuclear 
enzymes that act on DNA namely nucleases, polymerases and 
ligases.  

(I) Nuclease Enzyme:  The Nuclease Enzyme act to hydrolyze or break 
down a polynucleotide chain into its component nucleotides. A 
polynucleotide is held together by 3’, 5 phosphodeister bond and 
nuclease enzyme will attack either the 3’ or 5’ end of linkage. 

(a) Exonuclease Enzyme:  Exonuclease enzyme which begins attack at 
3’ OH and 5’ P end of polynucleotide is called exonuclease. 

(b) Endonuclease Enzyme: Endonuclease enzyme also attacks one of 
the two sides of phophodiester linkages but react only with those 
bonds that occur within the interior of Polynucleotide chain. 

(II) Polymerase or replicase Enzyme: It catalyses the formation of a 
polymer. A polymerase enzyme is called replicase enzyme, brings 
about chromosome replication.  

Prokaryotic DNA polymerases: Three different DNA polymerases are 
known in E. coli and other prokaryotes of which DNA polymerase I and II 
are mean for DNA repair DNA Pol III for actual DNA replication.   

(a) DNA polymerase I: isolated by Arthur Kormberg and known  
is Kornberg enzyme. This enzyme has template site, primer site at 

→ 3’ cleavages or Exonuclease site. DNA Pol is involved in 
removing RNA primers form Okazaki fragment and filling gap due 
to its 5’ → 3’ polymerase capacity. Both polymerization & 
exonuclease activity DNA polymerase I is called as proof reading 
or editing function. 

(b) DNA Pol II: It is DNA repair enzyme & brings about growth in  
5’ → 3’ direction using 3’ – OH groups. 

(c) DNA Pol III: Plays essential role in DNA replication. It is 
multimeric enzyme having the Subunits, all having different 
functions. 

(d) DNA Ligases: Capable of catalyzing phosphodiester  bond 
formation between 3’ OH and 5’ P group of a nick of DNA. This is 
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created by endonuclease enzyme there by restoring and DNA 
duplex.  

(III) RNA Primers in DNA replication: DNA polymerase cannot 
initiate synthesis of DNA without availabity of a primer strand. 
Short RNA oligonucleotide segments called RNA primers have to 
be synthesized by DNA primase. The primers are about 10 
nucleotides. In bacteria two different enzymes are known to 
synthesize primer RNA oligonucleotides – RNA polymerase (on 
leading strand) & DNA primase on lagging strand.  

(D) Proteins involved in opening of DNA helix :  

(I) DNA helicases: Are ATP dependent unwinding enzymes which 
promote separation of the two parental strands and establish of 
replication fork unwinding of template DNA helix. At replication 
fork two DNA helicases act, one running along the leading strand 
and other along lagging strand.  

(II) Single strand DNA binding proteins: Behind the replication fork 

the Single DNA strands are prevented from rewinding about one 

another (or forming double stranded hair pin loops in each Single 

Strands) by action of Single Stranded Binding Proteins. SSB 

proteins bind to exposed DNA strands without covering bases 

which there fore remain available for templating process.  

(III) DNA GYRASE: The action of helicase introduces a positive Super 

coil into Duplex DNA ahead of replication fork. Enzyme called 

topoisomerase relax the super coil by attaching to transiently super 

coil Duplex nicking one of the strand and rotating it through the 

unbroked strand, the nick is then resealed.   

Topoisomerase I : cause single strand break or nick which allow two 
sections of DNA helix on either side of nick to rotate freely relative to each 
other using phosphodiester bond in strand opposite the nick. 

Topoisomerase II: Forms covalent bond to both strands of DNA helix at 
the same time making transient double strand break in helix.  
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Replication of DNA in Prokaryotes: 

(1) Initiation of DNA replication : Comprising three steps : 

(i) Recognition of the origin. (0) 

(ii) Opening of DNA duplex to generate a region of single stranded 
DNA. 

(iii) Capture of Dna B protein (5’→ 3’ helicase) 

Dna – A – ATP complex binds at 9bp inverted repeat regions of ori. C of E 
coli and provides opening of DNA duplex in a region of 3 direct repeats of 
13 bp sequence. The opening occurs form 13 mer left wards and requires 
negatively super coiled DNA and HU proteins. Dna B is transferred to 
exposed single stranded DNA & cause unwinding of DNA in presence of 
ATP, SSB protein and DNA gyrase. This result in unwinding of DNA 
duplex & replication from origin proceeds in both directions.  

(2) Elongation of DNA chain: This step requires presence of following 
enzymes. 

(i) Helicase         (ii) Primase 

(iii) DNA polymerase Holo enzyme  (iv)  SSB Protein 

(v) RNAS H     (vi) DNA polymerase I 

(vii) Ligase  

(1) Helicases travel in 5’ → 3’ direction it generates a replication fork 
by opening DNA duplex. 

(2)  DNA strand having heliase become lagging strand .DNA primase 
associates with helicase forming primosome which synthesize 
multiple primers for lagging strand & single RNA primer for 
leading strand. 

(3) For synthesis of lagging strand, DNA pol III has to work on some 
strand to which DNA B helicase is bond but it travels in opposite 
direction, helicase, primase and DNA pol III work together in 
strand elongation.  

Primase is taken up from solution and is activated by helicase to 
synthesise a RNA Primer strand & utilized for synthesis of precursor 
okazaki fragments.  On completion of okazaki fragments the RNA primer 
are excised by DNA pol I which then fills the gap .DNA ligase forms 
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phosphodiester bond. That links the free 3’ end of primer replacement of 
5’end of okazaki fragments.  

In bidirectional DNA replication the leading strand is primed once on 
each of parental strand. RNA primer of leading strand is synthesized by 
RNA polymerase enzyme DNA pol III cause elongation of leading strand 
& finally DNA pol I and ligase enzyme give final to touch to leading 
strand. 

 Eukaryotic DNA polymerase: Eukaryotes found to contain following 5 
types of Polymerase. 

(i) Cytoplasmic polymerase 

(ii) DNA Pol β : Nuclear polymerase  

(iii) DNA Pol Υ :  Mitochondrial polymerase. 

(iv) Found in mammalian cell and is PCNA dependent for 
DNA synthesis possessively. 

(v) DNA Pol ξ : Found in budding yeast & hela mammalian cell. 

Eukaryotic DNA replication requires two different DNA polymerase 

DNA on leading strand where 
DNA on lagging strand. Several other factors are also involved in 
eukaryotic DNA replication. 

Before onset of DNA synthesis there is presynthelic stage 8 – 10 Minutes 
duration for formation of unwound DNA Duplex. This step needs only 3 
purified proteins, namely T – antigen, RF – A & Topoisomerase I & II .T – 
antigen using its DNA binding domain forms a multi subunit complex 
with site in presser of AIP & cause local unwinding.  

More extensive duplex unwinding occurs due to association of RF – A & 
Topoisomerase  with help of helicase component help in unwinding of 
DNA by altering topology of DNA at replication fork. RF – A or SSB 
proteins bind to unwound single stranded DNA. The primer RNA 
synthesis is formed by primase which is tightly associated with DNA 

– 3’ 
direction. RF – C & PCNA help in switching DNA polymerase so that Pol 
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leading strand. Another okazaki fragment is then synthesized from 
-primase complex & this step is 

repeated again and again till entire DNA molecules is covered. 

RNA primers are removed and gaps all filled as in prokaryotic DNA 
replication. The small size of eukaryotic lagging strand fragments appears 
to reflect the amount of DNA wound from each nucleosome as fork 
progresses. In addition to doubling the DNA, the histone content of cell is 
also doubled during S phase. 

 

Q.20 What is “CENTRAL DOGMA”? 

Ans.: There is unidirectional flow of genetic information form DNA through 
RNA to Protein is that is DNA makes RNA which  makes protein.  

 

   Replication 

 

 

Transcription                     Reverse Transcription  

                        RNA editing                                           RNA replication 

 

  Translation  

 

  

The flow of genetic information  

 

Q. 21 Give Detail account an Prokaryotic & Eukaryotic Ribosome‟s. 

Ans.: Prokaryotic Ribosomes: Ribosome are complexes of r RNA and specific 
ribosome proteins and other large RNPs are the machines the cell uses to 
carry out translation. The E coli 70 S ribosome is formed from large 50 S 
and small 30 S diff proteins and one each of 235 and 5S r RNA. The small 
subunit contains 16 S r RNA molecule and 21 different proteins.  

DNA 

RNA 

PROTEIN 
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 Eukaryotic Ribosome : Are larger and complex then their prokaryotic 
counterparts but carry out the same role. The complete mammalian 80s 
ribosome is composed of one large 60 S subunit some small 40 S. subunit. 
The 40 S subunit contains 18 S r RNA molecule and about 3 destruct 
proteins. The 60 S subunit contain one 5 S r RNA, one 5 – 8 S r RNA one 28 
S r RNA and about 45 proteins.  

 31 Proteins 

 + 

    23 S RNA 

 5 S RNA 

      +   1.7 x 106 Da 

 2.75 x 106 Da 21 Proteins 

 + 
                                                          .95 x 106 Da                                     16 S RNA 

 

  

 

 
 

 Prokaryotic Ribose   
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 + 
    28 S RNA 5.8 S RNA 
 5 S RNA 

 

              +             30 Proteins 
 + 
 18 S RNA 
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 Eukaryotic Ribosome 

Q. 22 Write short note on mechanism of protein syntheses? 

Ans.: There are three stages of protein synthesis; 

(1) Initiation: The assembly of ribosome on mRNA. 

(2) Elongation:  Repeated cycles of amino acid delivery, peptide bond 
formation and movement a long mRNA (translocation). 

(3) Termination: The release of polypeptide chain. 

Initiation: In prokaryotes, initiation requires the large and small ribosome 
subunit the mRNA, the initiator t RNA, three ignition factors (IFs) and 
GTP, IF1 and IF3 bind to 30 S subunit and prevents the large subunit 
binding. IF2 + GTP can their bind & will help initiator t RNA to bind later. 
This small subunit complex now attach to mRNA via its ribosome binding 
sites. The initiator t RNA can then base pair with AUG initiation colon 
which release IF3 thus creating 30 S initiation complex the large subunit 
then binds, displacing IF1 and IF2 + GDP giving 70 S initiation complex 
which is fully assembled ribosome at corrected position on mRNA. 

Elongation: Involves the three factors (EFs), EF – Tu, EF – Ts & EF – G, 
GTP charged t RNA and 70 S ignition complexes. It takes place in three 
steps. 

(1) A charge t RNA is delivered as complex with EF – Tu and GTP. The 
GTP is hydrolyzed and EF – Tu GDP is released which can be 
reused with the help of EF – Ts & GTP. 

(2)  Peptides transferees make peptide bond by joining the two 
adjacent amino acids without the input of more energy. 

(3) Translocase (EF –G), with energy form GTP moves the ribosome 
one colon along the mRNA, ejecting the uncharged t RNA and 
transferring the growing peptide chain to P sites. 

Termination: Release factors (RF1 or RF2) recognize stop codons & helped 
by RF3 make peptides transferase join the polypeptide chain to water 
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molecules, thus releasing it. Ribosome release factor helps to dissociate the 
ribosome subunits form the mRNA. 

Most of the differences in mechanism of protein syntheses between 
prokaryotes and eukaryotes occur in initiation stage however, eukaryotes 
have just one release factor (eRF). The eukaryotic initiator t RNA doesn’t 
become N – formatted as in prokaryotes. 

The eukaryotic 40 S ribosome subunit complex binds to 5’ cap region of 
the mRNA complex and moves along it looking for an AUG start colon.  
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Translation summary in prokaryotes. 

Initiation: This major point of difference between prokaryotic & 
eukaryotic protein synthesis there being at least nine eIFs involved 
functionally this factor can be groups they either bind to ribosome 
subunits or to the m RNA deliver the initiator t RNA or displace other 
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factors. In contrast to the event in prokaryotes initiation involves the 
initiator t RNA biding to 40 S subunit before it can bind to mRNA 
phophorytation of eIF2 which delivers the initiator tRNA, is an important 
control point. 

Elongation: This stage of protein Synthesis is essentially identical to that 
described for prokaryotes. The factors EF – Tu, EF – Ts & EF – G have 

β, γ & eEF – 2 respectively 
which carry out the same roles.  

Termination: Eukaryotes use only one release factor (eRF), which requires 
GTP, for termination of protein synthesis. If can recognize all there stop 
colons.  

Translational Control: In prokaryotes the level of translation of different 
citrons can be affected by; 

(1) Binding of short antisense molecules. 

(2) Relative stability to nuclease of parts of polycistronic mRNA. 

(3) Binding of proteins that prevent ribosome access. 

In Eukaryotic protein binding can also mask the mRNA, prevent 
translation & repeats of sequence 5’ AUUUA – 3’ can make mRNA 
unstable and less frequently translated. 

Protein Targeting :  The signal sequence of secreted proteins causes the 
translating ribosome to bind factors that make the ribosome dock with 
membrane and transfer the protein through the membrane as it is 
synthesized usually the signal sequence is then cleaved off by signal 
peptidase.  

Protein modification: The most common alterations to nascent 
polypeptides all those of cleavage and chemical modification. Cleavage 
accurse to remove signal peptides to release mature fragments from poly 
proteins to remove internal peptides as well as trimming both N & C 
termini often Phosphorylation controls activity of protein.  

Protein degradation: Damaged modified or inherently unstable proteins 
are marked for degradation by having multiple molecules of ubiquitin 
covalently attached. The ubiquitin ylated protein is then degraded by 
protease complex. 
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Q. 23 Explain Mechanism of Transcription. 

Ans.: Transcription involves following three aspects: 

(1) Enzymatic synthesis of RNA. 

(2) Signals that determine at what point on DNA molecule 
transcription start & stop. 

(3) The types of transcription product show they are converted to RNA 
molecules needed by all. 

(I) Enzymatic synthesis of RNA: Following are the essential 
characteristics of synthesis of RNA. 

(1) The precursor in synthesis of four ribonucleotide triphosphates 
ATP, GTP, CTP & UTP. On ribose portion of each dNTP there are 
two on groups – one each on 2’ & 3’ – carbonators.  

(2) In polymerization reaction 3’ – OH group on one nucleotide reacts 
with 5’ – tri phosphate of a second nucleotide a pyrophosphate is 
removed and a phophodiester bond results.  

(3) Sequence of base in RNA molecule is determined by base sequence 
of DNA. The DNA molecule being transcribed is double stranded, 
only one strand serve as template.  

(4) RNA chain grows in 5’→ 3’ direction; that is nucleotides are added 

to 3’ OH end of growing chain. The RNA molecule is terminated by 

a 5’- tri phosphate at non growing end. The RNA molecule is 

autiparallel to DNA stand being copies. Once initiated RNA chains 

grow at rapid rate of 40 – 50 ntd per second. 

(5) RNA polymerase in contrast with DNA polymerase is able to 

initiate chain growth that is no primer is needed. 

(6) Only ribonucleoside 5’ tri phosphates participate in RNA synthesis 

& first base to be laid down in initiation event is a tri phosphate.  

 Overall Requirements: 

 XTP → First nucleotide at 5’ terminus of RNA chain. 

 NMP → Mono nucleotide in RNA chain. 
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 RNA – P → RNA polymerase 

 PPi → Pyrophosphate released. 

 Mg+2 → required for polymerization. 

RNA polymerase Enzyme: In prokaryotes single RNA polymerase is 
responsible for all kind of RNA’s synthesis. It is one of the largest 
enzymes known. Consist of six subunit is (polypeptide chain) two 

β
subunit. The complete RNA polymerase is termed as holo enzyme and 

2 ββ1 

factor helps in recognition of start signals on DNA molecule and directs 
RNA polymerase in selecting the initiation sites one RNA molecule 
becomes 8- tes & core enzyme brings about 
elongation of m RNA. 

(II) Binding of RNA polymerase to Promoter & Initiation: 
Transcription doesn’t progress along entire length of chromosome only 
some parts are transcribed also only one of two strand of DNA are 
transcribed this strand is called sense strand & the other strand is called 
antisense strand. RNA is synthesized in 5 → 3’ direction localized 
unwinding move along molecules followed by recoiling of the helix 
behind the nearly synthesized RNA. The region of sense strand of DNA 
which is transcribed into RNA is called coding region. 

The first step in initiation is binding of RNA polymerase to DNA 
molecules. Binding occurs at particular sites → PROMOTERS which are 
specific sequences of 20 – 200 bases. Two special promoter regions have 
been identified: 

(1) Pribnow box: Consensus sequence region of fine to ten bases 
preceding the coding region. Consensus sequence is TATAATG. 

(2) Hogness box : In Eukaryotes the same region has the sequence :  

TATAAAT Also known as TATA BOX.  It is region in which double helix 
opens to form open promoter complex. 

Another important region further upstream from TATA BOX is 30-35 
bases form coding region called -
Subunit first binds to -35 sequences in a highly specific interaction and 
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then, appropriate region some in contact with -10 sequence of pribnow 
box. 

The open promoter complex has local unwinding of DNA helix. The base 
composition of sequence of pribnow box is A + T rich makes DNA strand 
to open.  

Elongation: Once an open promoter complex has formed, RNA 
polymerase is ready to initiate RNA synthesis. RNA polymerase contains 
two nucleotides binding sits called initiation site and elongation site. The 
initiating nucleoside tri phosphate binds to enzyme in open promoter 
complex and forms hydrogen bond. The elongation site is then filled with  

 

Nucleoside tri phosphate & the two nucleotides are joined together first 
base is released from initiation site and initiation is completed. 

The elongation phase begins when polymerase releases the base & then 
moves along the DNA chain. After several nucleotides are added to 
growing chain RNA polymerase changes its structure and form stable 
ternary elongation complex. The core enzyme moves along the DNA 
binding nucleoside tri phosphate that can pair with next DNA base & 
open the DNA helix as it moves thus during elongation phase addition of 
40 bases per second at 37ºC takes place. The nearly synthesized RNA is 
released form its hydrogen bonds with DNA as helix reforms. 

Termination : RNA synthesis termination occurs at specific base sequence 
in DNA molecule Termination region consist stein loop configuration or G 
+ C rich region or sequence of A. T pairs that yield in RNA sequence 6 to 8 
waits followed by adenine. 

In fact there are two types of termination event those that depend only on 
DNA base sequence & those that require the presence of termination 
protein called shop.  

Eukaryotic Transcription: For Eukaryotic transcription the regulatory 
DNA sequences for genes transcribed by each of three RNA polymerase 
differ. 

Initiation:  Various transcription factors are also involved in formation of 
transcription complex. Each RNA polymerase is believed to have its own 
set of transcriptions factors. 
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Transcription factors can be defined as proteins which are needed for 
initiation of transcription. They help in DNA binding of a RNA 
polymerase and constitute so called Pre Initiation Complex. 

(a) Formation of Transcriptosome: A promoter sequence which is 
responsible for generic promoter. Initiation of transcription generic 
promoter by RNA polymerase II require following set of 
transcription factors :  

(i) TF II D binds at TATA box. 

(ii) The (i) step permits the association of TF II A & TF II B. 

(iii) TF II B forms so called DB complex and RNA Polymerase II 
associates to promoter site. 

(iv) RNA pol II is facilitated toward promoter TF II F to form 
transcription complex. 

(v) Orderly addition of TF II E, TF II H and TF II j helps the initiation 
process. 

Elongation: There are certain accessory proteins of transcription called 
elongation factors which over all enhance the activity of RNA polymerase 
II and lead to increase is the elongation rate. At least two such proteins are 
known.  

(i) TF II F accelerated RNA chain growth relatively uniformly in 
concord with RNA Polymerase II. 

(ii) The TF II S helps in elongation of RNA chain by unburdening the 
obstruction in path of such elongation. TF II S is known to act: by 
first causing hydrolytic cleavage at 3’ end of RNA chain there by 
helping in forward movement of RNA polymerase through any 
block to elongation.  

Termination:  In Eukaryotes, the actual termination of RNA polymerase II 
activity during transcriptions may take place through termination sites 
similar to those found in prokaryotes. 

However, the nature of individual sites is not known. Such termination 
sites are believed to be present away. (Sometimes up to one kilo base 
away from the site of the 3’ end of m RNA) 
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Transcription by RNA polymerase 

 

□ □ □ 
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